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The development of efficient, stable, and low‐cost water oxidation catalysts continues to be centrally important for the conversion of renewable energy into chemical energy.[1](#anie201711688-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Owing to its abundance and low cost, cobalt has become a popular non‐noble metal for the design of robust oxygen evolution reaction (OER) catalysts requiring moderate overpotentials.[2](#anie201711688-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Redox reactions of the water molecule entail that the metal centers of the catalyst occupy multiple oxidation states. Because the most stable state of a metal capable of varying its oxidation states often exhibits different coordination environments, the same ligand leads to dynamical instability of a cobalt catalyst across the multielectron transformation of the OER.[3](#anie201711688-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} A recent report about Co^2+^ salts in phosphate electrolyte (Co‐Pi) shows an inexpensive self‐repair system.[3](#anie201711688-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} The dissolution process can be countered by continual catalyst formation establishing a dynamic equilibrium between Co^2+^‐HPO~4~ ^2−^ in solution and Co^3+^‐ HPO~4~ ^2−^ on the anodically poisoned electrode. This family of catalysts reduces the problem of ligand oxidative instability; however, the electrodeposited material consists of a film of micrometer‐sized particles, which is not very effective for a heterogeneous catalyst. Compared to nano‐ and subnano‐catalysts, single‐atom catalysts may achieve an atom utilization efficiency of 100 % and bridge the gap between homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts.[4](#anie201711688-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} In the past, single atom catalysts have become a new frontier in heterogeneous catalysis.[5](#anie201711688-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} A nitrogen‐coordinated cobalt structure was reported and demonstrated to have excellent catalytic performance as a catalyst in oxygen reduction and C−C bond‐forming reactions.[6](#anie201711688-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Although single‐atom catalysts have shown promising performance in catalyzing oxidations, hydrogenations, and other reactions of organic compounds,[7](#anie201711688-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} progress is still slow because of the synthetic challenge and of the lack detailed knowledge about the active sites. Therefore, developing scalable and diverse synthesis methods to further fundamental understanding of single metal atom or ion versions of catalysts are needed.

Ionic liquids (ILs), have undergone great development as solvents or catalysts in liquid‐phase catalysis.[8](#anie201711688-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Polymerized ionic liquids or poly (ionic liquid)s (PILs) also have a role in some fields in polymer chemistry and materials science.[9](#anie201711688-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} It is well established that ILs can be used as the solvent and stabilizer to produce metal nanoparticles which have higher catalytic activities and selectivities than samples without the use of ILs.[10](#anie201711688-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} PILs, as another kind of stabilizer, act in a similar role, allowing highly dispersed small particles to be obtained.[11](#anie201711688-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} By forming PIL supported on electron‐conducting multi‐walled carbon nanotube (CNT) surfaces, which introduces a large number of surface functional groups on the CNTs, a uniform distribution of metal nanoparticles can be dispersed on CNTs.[11b](#anie201711688-bib-0011b){ref-type="ref"} Recently, solid IL/nanocarbon composites have been developed with a controllable thin or even single IL layer on nanocarbon surface.[12](#anie201711688-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} By adding different metal catalysts to the IL layer, mono‐dispersed catalysts can be obtained.[13](#anie201711688-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}

Herein, a functional IL (SSIL) with an imidazolium cation bearing both sulfates and vinyl groups was chosen as a ligand to load cobalt single sites onto the surface of CNTs (details in Supporting Information). As shown in Scheme [1](#anie201711688-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}, cobalt was introduced via a simple chemical reaction between sulfate groups in an ionic‐liquid precursor and CoCO~3~ forming a new kind of IL salt with Co species. The physisorption energy of the imidazolium cation of the IL on a single graphene layer can reach more than 230 kJ mol^−1^.[12b](#anie201711688-bib-0012b){ref-type="ref"} With this adsorption force, ILs can assemble on the nanocarbon surfaces in liquid phase. Cobalt can then also be well distributed on the CNT surfaces. The subsequent thermal‐initiated free‐radical polymerization process occurred at 190 °C. The PIL is more strongly bound to the CNT than the IL monomer.

![Schematic illustration of the preparation of the CoSSPIL/CNT. H~2~O and CO~2~ are byproducts of the reaction between the SSIL and CoCO~3~. The blue spheres represent single Co species. The image is not drawn to scale. It only shows the cation part on the CNT before and after polymerization. The structure of anion part that is covalently bonded to the CNT is given in Figure S2.](ANIE-57-3514-g004){#anie201711688-fig-5001}

To understand whether the PIL is attached by chemical forces to the surface of the carbon nanotubes, X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements of PIL/CNT were carried out with the sample grounded and also while applying positive and negative 5 V bias. Figure [1](#anie201711688-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a showing N1s as a representative core level of the PIL, reveals that the spectrum of the N functional group undergoes a characteristic binding energy shift, confirming the electrochemical conductivity between the PIL and the CNT surface. Compared with IL/CNT, the S1s peak of PIL/CNT shifts to higher binding energy (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The fitted S1s peaks of PIL/CNT are attributed to sulfate (pink peaks in Figure [1](#anie201711688-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} b), sulfonate (blue peaks in Figure [1](#anie201711688-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} b) and reduced sulfur (purple peak in Figure [1](#anie201711688-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} b). The peak shift in Figure S1 indicates the transformation from sulfate to sulfonate, which reveals that the sulfate anion of the IL reacts with the CNT surface to form sulfonate carbon connections during the polymerization process (Figure S2). The chemical bonding between the PIL and the CNT anchors the PIL on the CNT and enhances the conductivity of the whole system. The π bonds coupling the CNTs and the PIL supply multiple binding centers and can also enhance the noncovalent interactions between polymerized IL and the CNT surfaces.[12a](#anie201711688-bib-0012a){ref-type="ref"} The as‐obtained nanocomposites contain a uniform PIL coating and evenly distributed Co species on the CNT surfaces. The cation of the PIL endows charged character to the CNTs, breaking the CNT bundles by electrostatic repulsion.[14](#anie201711688-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, the pure CNT and PILs cannot be dissolved in water or alcohol, but the well‐distributed PILs on the CNT surface enable the dispersion of the composites. The reason might be that the CNTs provide a high surface area to the PIL, while the PIL provides hydrophilic groups to the CNTs.

![a) XPS N1s spectra of PIL/CNT undergo a characteristic 5 eV binding energy shift when applying 5 V bias (Supporting Information). b) Core level XPS S2p spectrum of the samples, and deconvolution. c) Raman spectra of pristine CNT and the composites. The inset show to the enlarged area highlighted in yellow.](ANIE-57-3514-g001){#anie201711688-fig-0001}

The polymerization of the vinyl groups of the IL was confirmed by attenuated total reflectance infrared spectra (ATR‐IR). The main characteristic vibrations of the IL are maintained in the polymer except that the characteristic C=C peak at 855 cm^−1^ disappears as the C−H vibrations between 2800--3000 cm^−1^ increase in intensity (Figure S3). This confirms that the polymerization temperature has no obvious influence on the ionic‐liquid‐cation structure other than the vinyl group. The polymerization process is further studied by NMR spectroscopy (Figure S4). Figure [1](#anie201711688-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} c shows the Raman spectra of pure CNTs and the CoSSPIL/CNT composites. No significant shift or peak shape changes for the CNTs are observed before and after the formation of polymerized IL on it, which means that no electron perturbation of the graphite π electrons is caused by the introduction of the IL polymer. Figure [1](#anie201711688-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} c shows the spectrum for the Co species of the CoSSPIL/CNT sample. The main peaks of the Co species at 699.9 cm^−1^ and 463.5 cm^−1^ can be attributed to tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated Co^2+^, respectively. XPS results of different samples confirm this result. All the C1s main peaks belong to the graphitic carbon of the CNTs and no shift or obvious change occurs with the variation of the PIL content (Figure S5).

Aberration‐corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy was utilized to examine the fine structure of CoSSPIL/CNT. The annular dark‐field STEM (ADF‐STEM) image shown in Figure [2](#anie201711688-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a clearly reveals a good dispersion of the Co atoms over the surface of the CNT. As a result of their higher atomic number, Co atoms appear as bright dots. For better visualization, the Co atoms were colored pink in Figure [2](#anie201711688-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} b. In addition to single atoms, a small number of Co clusters were observed on the CNT (circled with a red dotted line in Figure [2](#anie201711688-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a). They result from the aggregation of the IL polymer during polymerization. Elemental analysis was also performed. The EDX spectrum in Figure [2](#anie201711688-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} c shows the presence of C, N, O, S, and Co, confirming the existence of PIL and Co in the sample. The XRD pattern of the CoSSPIL/CNT shows only the characteristic peaks of the CNT (Figure S6). This also demonstrates that both PIL and Co species are well distributed on the CNT surfaces and no obvious agglomeration happens during the synthesis.

![a),b) ADF‐STEM images of the CoSSPIL/CNT‐1. c) EDX spectrum of the sample. d) NEXAFS spectra of different samples.](ANIE-57-3514-g002){#anie201711688-fig-0002}

To see whether the IL improves the catalytic performance of the metal centers in the OER, as it does in liquid‐phase catalysis, different samples were synthesized by varying the IL precursor and CoCO~3~ molar ratio to 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5, respectively. In the following, samples are denoted with these numbers. Near edge X‐ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra of the different samples are given in Figure [2](#anie201711688-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} d. The L3 edge between 775 eV and 785 eV of the spectra is due to the excitation of Co 2p core electrons to unoccupied 3d orbitals of Co^2+^ \[2p^6^3d^7^→2p^5^3d^8^ for Co^2+^\].[15](#anie201711688-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} The first peak of CoSSPIL/CNT‐0.5 (777.3 eV, black vertical line in Figure [2](#anie201711688-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} d) is attributed to t~2g~‐holes[3a](#anie201711688-bib-0003a){ref-type="ref"} which exist only in an octahedral environment of Co^2+^. With the increase of PIL content, the t~2g~‐hole features of CoSSPIL/CNT‐1 decrease. This indicates the configuration of the Co^2+^ transforms from six‐coordinated octahedral structure (splitting energy, 10 Dq) to four‐coordinated tetrahedral structure (splitting energy, 4.45 Dq). The CoSSPIL/CNT‐1.5 shows a tetrahedral configuration which has three half‐full t~2g~ orbitals. More sulfate and sulfonate are involved in the coordination environment (as shown in Figure S7). Thus, the increase of the IL reduces the e~g~ and t~2g~ splitting; the Co^2+^ forms weak Co--ligand bonds which introduce high‐spin states. This might cause an easy oxidation of Co^2+^ to higher valence during the reaction.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS, Figure S8) gives the uncompensated resistance of the system as 35 Ω. EIS also shows that commercial CoCO~3~ has a much higher resistance than the CNT‐containing samples. CNT‐containing samples undoubtedly have lower resistance owing to the excellent conductivity of the CNTs, which implies CNTs are not only the support for different samples, but also provide the conductivity for the reaction. Introduction of the PIL in SSPIL/CNT and CoSSPIL/CNT‐1 does not increase the resistance. Figure [3](#anie201711688-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} a and Figure S9 show the polarization curves from different samples with and without iR‐drop correction, respectively. Owing to the high dispersion of the Co species, CoSSPIL/CNT show much better OER activity than the other two Co‐containing samples (Co~3~O~4~/CNT and CoCO~3~), although with a much lower Co content. The comparison between the CNTs and SSPIL/CNT confirms that the polymerized IL has almost no OER improvement on the CNT sample. The key performance indicators (KPI) of the electrochemistry data are given in Table S1. As a result of the atomic dispersion of Co in the sample, all the Co atoms can be seen as active sites. A relative turnover frequency (TOF) of 0.29 s^−1^ is obtained at overpotential 400 mV (details in Supporting Information). This is comparable with some homogeneous catalysts.[16](#anie201711688-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Figure S10 shows a decreasing capacitance with increasing IL/Co ratio. Comparing with the pristine CNT, all the IL containing samples show steeper current/potential curves, because the introduction of IL might increase the ion conductivities of the relative composites. Ion conductivity is a fundamental property of PILs. Ohno et al. found that the polymerization of IL generally lowers the ionic conductivity, but there are still some mobile ions after covalent bonding of the polymerizable groups which can provide ionic conductivity to the IL polymer.[17](#anie201711688-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The cyclic voltammogram (CV) from 1 V~RHE~ to 1.4 V~RHE~ (Figure S11) shows a Co activation process of the CoSSPIL/CNT series.

![a) CV of different samples normalized to the geometric area of the active electrode area. b) Correlation of the IL content and Co activity. The content of Co and IL are values calculated from synthesis steps. c) Tafel plots of different samples. d) Stability of different samples.](ANIE-57-3514-g003){#anie201711688-fig-0003}

The resistances of the samples have no clear relationship with the content of the polymerized IL (Figure S12), but as shown in Figure S13, the activity of per unit Co clearly improves with increasing PIL content. Figure [3](#anie201711688-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} b shows a good linear relationship between Co activity (the current at 1.8 V~RHE~) and PIL content. This result demonstrates that the introduction of the PIL not only improves the dispersion of Co on the CNT surface, but can also enhance catalytic activity in the OER by changing the coordination of the cobalt species. NEXAFS spectra of the different samples confirm this. Tafel slopes of sample 0.5, 1, and 2 are 71.5 mV decade^−1^, 42.1 mV decade^−1^, and 41.6 mV decade^−1^, respectively (Figure [3](#anie201711688-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} c). This also confirms the change of the electronic structure and coordination of the Co improves the Co activity. This improvement might be caused by the charge transfer between Co and IL.

The stability is another critical parameter that determines the practicability of electrocatalysts. To assess this, we performed chronoamperometric (CA) measurements by maintaining a constant potential at 1.8 V~RHE~ for 2 h (Figure [3](#anie201711688-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} d). All samples (except the sample 2.5) survived the 2 h measurement without any current changes, demonstrating the durability of the materials. Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP‐OES) detects no trace Co in the electrolyte after the CA test. The OER measurements show a good stability because the PIL ligand shows no solubility in water thus keeping the counter Co ions stable on the CNT surfaces during the reaction. Additionally, the IL is more stable compared to organic ligands because of its wide electrochemistry window. When an excess of PILs are on the CNT surfaces (sample 2.5), the excess PIL aggregate, forming polymer/CNT agglomerations. The material then disperses poorly, which leads to a poor coating on a glassy electrode. Therefore, the detachment (black particles in the electrolyte) leads to the decrease in the current of the sample (Figure [3](#anie201711688-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} d). Thus, PIL improves the Co activity in the OER; the more IL used, the higher the obtainable activity. In addition, the tangled PIL on the CNT surface acts as a stable counterion and ligand of Co, stabilizing the Co ions during the reaction. However, the IL content cannot be increased indefinitely as there comes a point when dispersion problems occur. Nevertheless, a scalable way to synthesize a stable and highly active catalyst with single sites was demonstrated with a high potential of knowledge based modifications and numerous applications.

Experimental Section {#anie201711688-sec-0002}
====================

Characterizations: The XPS and NEXAFS experiments were performed at the ISISS beamline at the synchrotron radiation facility BESSY II of the Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin. The measurements were carried out in a stainless steel NAP‐XPS chamber, the details of which are described elsewhere.[18](#anie201711688-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} The powder samples were pressed into a pellet of 8 mm diameter. Samples were placed between a stainless steel backplate and lid (with 6 mm hole) and mounted onto a sapphire sample holder. The NEXAFS spectra were obtained by recording the total electron yield (TEY). The energy resolution of the monochromator in the range of the Co [l]{.smallcaps}‐edge was 0.3 eV. The energies were calibrated using the C 1s first and second order peaks. The accuracy of energy calibration was estimated to be around 0.1 eV. Additional XPS experiments were carried out using a non‐monochromatized Al~Kα~ excitation in a home‐built XPS machine with SPECS (Phoibos 150) hemispherical analyzer. Raman spectra were measured by a Thermo Scientific DXR Raman Microscope with a 50× magnification and a 532 nm laser. The aberration‐corrected ABF‐STEM and ADF‐STEM image were observed with a double Cs‐corrected JEOL ARM 200 transmission electron microscope with a cold field emission gun.
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